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RESUMO

Descrevemos a noção de orientação localmente transitiva de um

um grafo não direcionado, como uma generalização de orientação tra�

sitiva ordinária. Como ap'i�açãQ� Qbt�mQs um o'9QTitmD põTõ à 9�

ração de todas as cliques maximais de um grafo circular G, cuja com

plexidade é O(n(m+a)), onde n,m e a são o número de vértices, ares

tas e cliques maximais de G. Em adição, mostramos que o número exa

� to de tais cliques pode ser computado em tempo O{nm}.

AB'SrRACr

We describe the notion of locally transitive orientations of

an undirected graph, as a generalization of ordinary transitive

orientations. As an application, we obtain an algorithm for generating

all maximal cliques of a circle graph G in time O(n(m+a)), where

n,m and a are the number of vertices, edges and maximal cliques of

G. In addition, we show that the actual number of such cliques can

(O,

..

be computed in O(nm) time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We descr;be an algor;thm for generat;ng all max;mal cl;ques of

a c;rcle graph hav;ng t;me complex;ty O(n(m+a)), where n,m and a

are respect;vely the number of vert;ces, edges and max;mal cl;ques

of the graph. The al gor; thm i s an appl i cati on of a speci al or;entation

of a graph called locally transitiv�, a generalization of transitive

or;entat;ons.

t.; C 1 e a r 1 y , t h e m a x; m a 1 c 1 ; q u e s o f a 9 e n e r a 1 9 r a p h c a n b e enumerated

by the algor;thm of Tsuk;yama et al. [7J, but it would require O(nm1a)
J'.

time, where ml is the number of edges of tne cf)mplement [)f tne 9rapn.

As for cl;ques of c;rcle graphs, the following are some knMlresults.

Rotem and Urrutia [6J generate all the maximum (largest max;mal)

cliques ;n O(n(n+a*)) t;me, a* be;ng the number of such cl;ques. Al

gor;thms for comput;ng one max;mum cl;que ;nclude that of Rotem and

Urrutia l6J, Gavri1 l3J and BucKin9ham [11, r�sp�ct,�,'y Qf t,m�

complex;t;es O(n2), O(n3) and O(n+m log w), where w ;s the s;ze of the

max;mum cl;que. A max;mum we;ghted cl;que can be computed by the al

gor;thms of Hsu [4] and Buck;ngham [1J ;n time O(n2+m log log n) and

O(n+mô), respectively where ô ;s the maximum degree of the graph.

In addition, we show that the exact number a of max;mal cliques

of a circle graph can be computed in O(nm) time. Observe that a can

be large compared to n. In fact, the examples by Moon and Moser [5J

" of graphs having a maximum number:' of maximal cl iques are circle graphs.
,

Therefore it might be h;ghly innefic;ent to compute a by generating

all max;mal cliques and counting them. This is a motivation for
f:!

describ;ng a polynomial time algor;thm for computing such number.

The following are the terminology and notation employed.

G denotes an undirected graph with vertex set V�G) anà edge set

E(G). If Z c V(G) then G<Z> denotes the subgraph ;nduced in G by Z.

A clique ;s a complete subgraph of G and a maximal clique ;s one not
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2. LOCALLY TRANSITIVE ORIENTATIONS

-+
Let G be an undirected graph, IV(G) I � 1, and G an acyclic ori

-+
entation of it. Let v,w � V(G), v a proper ancestor of w in G, and

denote by Z(v,w) C V(G) the subset of vertices which are simultane

ously descendants of v and ancestors uf w in G. An edge (v,w) � E(G)
-+

induces local �sitivity when G<l(v,w)) is a transitive digraph.
-+

Clearly, in this case the vertices of any path from v tow in G<Z(v,w»

induce a clique in G. In addition, (v,w) induces maximal local

transitivity (or shortly, is a maximal �) when there is no edge
-+

(v' ,w' ) � E(G) different from (v,w) such that simultaneously v' is
-+ -+

an ancestor of v and w' a descendant of w tn G. The ortentatton G ts

locally transitive when each of its edges induces local transitivity.

As an example, the digraph of figure 1(b) is a locally transitive

orientation of the graph shown in 1 (a).

The application of locally transitive orientations to the enu

meration of maximal cliques is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Let G be an undirected graph, G a locally transitive

orientation of it and GR the transitive reduction of G. Then there

exists a one-to-one correspondence between maximal cliques of G and
-+ -+

v-w paths in G�., for a11 maxima1 edges (v,w) E [(G) .

Proof: Let C be a maximal clique of G. Then the subdigraph in

duced j;1 by C is a tournment and therefore has a spanning path P.

Because G is locally transitive and C a maximal clique it follows
-+ -+

that no edge of p can be imp1ied by transitivity. Hence p is a1so a
-+ -+

spanning path of C in GR. Suppose. P is
-+ -+

the path in G from vertex v to w. Then (v,w) � E(G) must be a �imal

edge, otherwise C is not a maximal clique. Therefore we can choose

p as the v-w path corresponding to C satisfying the conditions of
-+

the theorem. Conversely, any maximal edge (v,w) � E(G) defines a
-+

clique C formed by the vertices of a v-w path in GR. C must be a

maximalclique, otherwise (v,w) is not a maximal edge o.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: A Locally Transitive Orientation

3. CIRCLE GRAPHS

Theorem 1 suggests a method for enumerating the maximal cliques
-+-

of a graph G, provided a locally transitive orientation G is given.
-+-

The problem remains how to construct G. Below we show that if G is

a circle graph then it is always simple to compute such an orientation." .
..

The next lemma is immediate.

..

Lemma 1: Let G be a circle graph, S a circle sequence of it and

v1 ' ...,vk e: V(G) sati sfying S1 (vi) < S1 (vi+1 ) , 1�i<k. Then {v1'...'vk }

induces a clique in G if and only if S1(vk) < S2(v2) <. ..< S2(vk).

Let G be a circle graph and S a circle sequence of it. A �1-

-+- -+-
orientation G of G is one in which every directed edge (v,w) e: E(G)
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satisfies S1(v) < S1(w) .

-+
Lemma 2: If (v1'vk) is an edge of a S1-orientation G of G then

each path v1' ...,vk induces a clique in G.

-+
Proof: If follows S1{v1) <...< S1{vk). .l!.lso, since (v1'vk) e: E(G)

we conclude that S1 (vk) < S2(v1) .Now, for i=1,...,k-1, (vi'vi+1) e: E(G)

and S1(�i) < S1(vi+1) imply S2(vi) < S2(vi+1). Therefore,

S1( vk) < S2(v1) <. ..< S2(vk). By lemma 1 it follows that v1 ,. ..,vk

induces a clique in G o.

Theorem 2: Any S1-orientation is locally transitive.

Proof: Clearly, a S1-orientation G of the circle graph G is

always acyclic. Suppose it is not locally transitive. Then there
-+

exists an edge (v,w) e: E(G) which does not induce local transitivity.
-+

That is, there is a path from v to w in G which does not induce a

clique in G, contradicting lemma 2 D.

4. THE ALGORITHMS

The algorithm for finding all maximal cliques of a circle graph

G can now be described as follows:

1. Construct a S1-orientation G of G

2. Construct the transit;ve reduct;on GR

-+
3. Find al1 max;mal edges of G

-+
4. For each max;mal edge (v,w) e: E(G)

-+
f;nd all v-w paths ;n GR (each of them def;nes a maximal

clique of G).

We discuss below the steps involved ;n this algor;thm.
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